LENOVO SERVICES: ANNUAL REFRESH

Crucial maintenance
to keep students learning
When it comes to improving
education, experts agree on
the importance of technology
in the classroom. Using
computers gets students
excited to learn, enabling
them
to absorb concepts at their
own pace and stay focused
for longer periods of time.
While technology undoubtedly
enhances the learning process for
both students and teachers, it can be a
challenge to keep PCs in peak operating
condition in an environment where
mishandling is common.
LENOVO’S ANNUAL REFRESH is the
ideal solution for both routine and more
advanced preventative maintenance.
With systems running optimally,
students can keep learning and
teachers can keep teaching for a longer
time without disruptions.
Choose from one of the plans outlined to
the right.

Annual Refresh
Vital system maintenance
Each system is given a detail cleaning, sanitized and a 36 point
diagnostic check including:

Power on/off

Motherboard

Touch ID

DC jack

Memory

Touchpad

Battery

Hard disk drive

Bluetooth

CPU

LCD Display

Sound

Antivirus

Glass / Digitizer

Missing drivers

Spyware/Virus/Malware scanning

+ 20 more checks

Advanced Annual Refresh
All the benefits of Annual Refresh plus:
Defragmentation

Create a backup

Software optimization

Re-image/reload as required

Remove requested software bloat
Because you have chosen Lenovo A+ certified technicians for your
annual refresh, we can handle any of your warranty claims on the
spot. We can even refresh other brands of PCs making it easy to take
care of everything at the same time.

We can even refresh
other brands of PCs
making it easy to take
care of everything at the
same time.

Lenovo provides detailed reporting on each serialized system
outlining the results of the maintenance including the technician’s
notes and any repair part recommendations that fall outside of the
warranty. Your fleet will be refreshed and running more efficiently for
the upcoming school year.

CONTACT A LENOVO ACCOUNT MANAGER
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